neglected. A hexagonal arrangement of the MGs is also assumed to be present, which is supported by the SEM images in Fig. 3A -C. It is also assumed that perovskite does not form inside the deswollen MGs and that the mass ratio of perovskite to MG is maintained during spin coating. We further assume the perovskite precursors are fully converted to the final perovskite. The latter assumption is supported by the X-ray diffraction patterns in Fig. 6 . It is further assumed that H is that of the MGs before they flattened and that the pore diameter (D Pore ) is the same as D and is constant. This latter assumption is not strictly correct as shown by Fig. 5B . However, the change in D Pore is less than 35% for the systems studied.
The expression for  MG is simply
There is one MG within each cuboid (i.e., four corner shared MGs). The equations for these two volumes are given by (S1) and (S2), respectively. 
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Relationship between absorbance and perovskite coverage of the surface
The following describes the derivation of an equation for the relationship between the absorbance of a DIO film and the fractional coverage of the meso-TiO 2 /perovskite surface by the perovskite ( MP ) in the capping layer (see Fig. S8 ). We first consider the dependence of absorbance (Abs) on the film thickness and absorption coefficient (). Then an expression for the fractional coverage of the DIO film by perovskite ( MP(DIO) ) is given which uses the idealised geometry given in Fig. S7 and Fig.   S8 . After considering the fractional coverage of the surface by the DIO film ( DIO ) an equation for  MP is obtained which is related to Abs and is then tested for limiting cases. where  cap and  meso are the absorption coefficients for the capping layer and meso-TiO 2 /perovskite layer, respectively. It is further assumed that  meso T is constant because the meso-TiO 2 layer thickness was constant (250 nm) and that sufficient perovskite was present to fill that layer.
The parameter  cap will increase with increasing  MP reaching the value for perovskite ( MP ) when
The value for  MP is also proportional to  DIO as well as the fraction coverage of perovskite within the DIO film ( MP(DIO) ), and therefore,
The measured  DIO values are given in Table S1 . Considering the geometry shown in Fig 
Furthermore,
Equations (S10) and (S11) can be combined with equation (S12) to give
Using equations (S7) -(S9) and equation (S13) we can describe the variation of the absorbance based on the MG-dependent parameters D and W using = 2.303 + (S14)
In the limit that W approaches zero,  MP(DIO) = 0.093 from equation (S13). This corresponds to touching MG spheres and both  MP and and Abs have minimum values. It follows from equations (S9), (S13) and (S14) that Abs increases with increasing W because  MP(DIO) also increases. 
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